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The Weighted LP- Boundedness of 
Product-Type Pseudodifferential Operators 
MASAO YAMAZAKI 
Department of Mathematics, Faculiy of Science, 
University of Tokyo, Hongo, Tokyo, 113 Japan 
In this paper we consider non-regular simple symbols and double symbols 
satisfying estimates of product type, and give some sufficient conditions for the 
associated pseudodifferential operators to be bounded on weighted P-spaces, 
where the weights considered here are the A’-weights of product type. In this paper 
we till in the gap between the sufficient conditions for the unweighted 
LP-boundedness and weighted P-boundedness. Some of the results are new even 
for the unweighted Lr-boundedness for symbols satisfying classical estimates. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A number of authors have obtained various sufftcient conditions for the 
LP-boundedness of pseudodifferential operators associated with non-regular 
symbols. See Nagase [ 18,201, Mosseheb and Okada [ 151, Coifman and 
Meyer [S], Kumano-go and Nagase [ll], Muramatu and Nagase [17], 
Bourdaud [2], and Miyachi and Yabuta [14]. Most of them considered 
simple symbols only, but double symbols are also treated in [ 11, 141. 
The above authors mainly considered symbols satisfying conditions of 
Sy,,-type; that is, symbols P(x, t) such that las;P(x, {)I < C(l + 1<1)-1” 
holds for multi-indices a with length in some range. For the 
LP-boundedness of pseudodifferential operators associated with symbols 
satisfying estimates of Szs -type, see Coifman and Meyer [S], Nagase 
[21], Miyachi [13], Muramatu [16], Sugimoto [24], and the papers 
cited therein. 
On the other hand, Miller [12] proved the weighted LJ’-boundedness of 
pseudodifferential operators with symbols in Hiirmander’s class Sy,,. Then 
Nishigaki [22] and Yabuta [25-271 relaxed the condition of smoothness 
imposed on the symbols. But there still remains a considerable gap between 
the sufficient condition for the unweighted LP-boundedness and that for the 
weighted LP-boundedness. On the other hand, Chanillo and Torchinsky 
[4] generalized the result of [12] for the class S::$* in the case p 2 2, 
where 6 + a < 1 and the weight is in the Ap’*-class. 
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The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above results as follows. 
First, we consider non-regular simple symbols and double symbols satis- 
fying estimates of Sy,,- t yp e, and give new conditions on the smoothness of 
the symbols, which are sufficient for the unweighted LP-boundedness of the 
associated pseudodifferential operators. These conditions improve those 
given by Miyachi and Yabuta [14] and those by Nagase [20], which are 
the most general up to now. 
Second, we show the sufficiency of the above conditions for the bounded- 
ness on L’(w), where r a:p and w  is an A riP-weight of Muckenhoupt. Thus 
we fill in the gap between the sufficient conditions for the unweighted 
LP-boundedness and those for the weighted LP-boundedness. 
Third, we generalize the above results to the pseudodifferential operators 
on product domains. For example, we consider symbols P(x, 5) satisfying 
estimates like 
@P(x, 01 <Cl1 + 1511)-“‘...(1+ 15nl)-““. 
As for the operators on product domains, Stein [23] first showed the 
LP-boundedness of Fourier multipliers. Then Fefferman [6] and Fefferman 
and Stein [S] obtained the unweighted and the weighted LP-boundedness 
of singular integrals of convolution type. In view of these results, Nagase 
[ 191 conjectured the LP-boundedness of pseudodifferential operators of the 
above type, and this problem was solved affirmatively by the author [28, 
I, II; 291 for more general classes of symbols. On the other hand, singular 
integrals were studied further by Chang and Fefferman [3], and various 
boundedness properties of Calderon-Zygmund operators of non- 
convolution type were obtained by Fefferman [7] and Journe [lo]. 
Moreover, JournC [lo] remarked that the boundedness of pseudodifferen- 
tial operators of product type follows from the above theory, although the 
precise regularity condition is not stated there. Here we aim to generalize 
these results to the weighted case, and relax the conditions on the differen- 
tiability with respect to 5. 
In order to treat symbols with very little regularity, some technique other 
than Calderon-Zygmund operators is necessary. The idea of our proof can 
be summarized as the following three points: the use of paradifferential 
operators, the maximal inequality, and the estimate of the kernels. 
The idea of paradifferential operators introduced by Coifman and Meyer 
[S] is essentially equivalent to the idea of approximation of symbols in 
Nagase [18]. It enables us to obtain the best condition on the smoothness 
with respect to x, when combined with the Littlewood-Paley decom- 
position theorm of Lp. However, in order to minimize the differentiability 
condition on <, we cannot make use of the decomposition of a symbol into 
a sum of reduced symbols as was done in Coifman and Meyer [S, 
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Chap. 21. Therefore we combine the theory of paradifferential operators 
and the direct treatment of kernels. This scheme turns out to work well, 
since the weighted LP-spaces can be characterized by the Littlewood-Paley 
decomposition and since we have a generalization of the vector-valued 
version of the maximal inequality of Andersen and John [l]. 
Besides, in order to treat double symbols, we use a modified version of 
paradifferential operators corresponding to the approximation of symbols 
introduced by Kumano-go and Nagase [ 111. In order to treat symbols of 
product type, we make use of the version introduced by Yamazaki [29]. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we fix the notations 
and state our main results. In Section 2 we apply our theorems for symbols 
with classical estimates, compare them with the known results, and study 
some examples to examine the sharpness of our results. Section 3 is devoted 
to the characterization of the weighted LP-spaces by means of the 
Littlewood-Paley decomposition of “partial product type,” and the proof 
of a generalization of the vector-valued version of weighted maximal 
inequality of Andersen and John [I]. In Section 4 we establish the estimate 
of the kernels associated with symbols. Finally, in Section 5, we complete 
the proof of our main theorems. 
1. NOTATIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
First we state general assumptions and notations of this paper. 
Let N and R, denote the set of natural numbers (i.e., non-negative 
integers) and that of non-negative real numbers, respectively. For a positive 
integer m and x E IV’, let dx denote the Lebesgue measure on R”, and put 
(x) = (1 + [x(2)1/2 and dx = (271) pm dx. Besides, for a Lebesgue measurable 
set E c R”, let p(E) denote the Lebesgue measure of E. 
Next, for a countable set A, let 1’(A) be the L*-space on A with respect 
to the counting measure. For 1 < p < co, a Lebesgue measurable set E, and 
a non-negative Lebesgue measurable function W(X) on E, let Lp(E, w) 
denote the Lp-space on E with respect to the measure w(x) dx, and let 
Lp(E, w; Z2(A)) denote the set of Z’(A)-valued strongly Lebesgue 
measurable functions U(X) defined on E such that 11~ 1 Lp(E, w; Z2(A))j( = 
II(IIu(x) I 12(.4)II) I Lp(E, w)ll < cc. Then the spaces introduced above are 
Banach spaces. Here and in the following I(u I XI\ denotes the norm of u in 
the space X. 
In this paper N, n, and n(l), . . . . n(N) denote positive integers satisfying 
the relation n( 1) + . . . + n(N) = n. Then we put 
A(j)= {/;n(l)+ ... +n(j- l)+ 1 </<n(l)+ ... +n(j)} 
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for every j= 1, . . . . n, and regard the space R” as R”(i) x . . . x Rn(N). Then 
the variable XE R” is represented as x = (x(l), . . . . x(N)), where x(j) = 
(Xl)loA(j) E R’“(j). Further, the spaces LP(lR”, w) and Lp(R”, w; /*(A)) are 
abbreviated to LP(w) and LP(w; 1*(A)), respectively, and we omit the 
domain of integration if it is the space R”. 
For a tempered distribution u(x) E Y’(P), let ti(e) = S[u](s) denote 
the Fourier transform of U(X) and 9 -‘[u](5) the Fourier inverse trans- 
form of u(x); that is, r?(t) =j exp( -ix. 5) U(X) dx and 5r-‘[u](r) = 
J exp(ix .<) u(x) dx. 
Next, following Fefferman and Stein [S], we introduce a class of weight 
functions. 
DEFINITION. Let 1 < p < co. An R +-valued Lebesgue measurable 
function w(x) on R” is called an M-weight of product type if there exists a 
constant B such that the inequality 
E w(x)dx(j))(p(E)-1 .r, (w(x))-“l’“dx(j),)-‘<B 
holds for every j = 1, . . . . N, every fixed x(k) G UP@) for k # j, and every cube 
EE Rn(j) with edges parallel to the coordinate axes. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. If N = 1, this class coincides with the class of usual 
AP-weights on R”. If N=2 and n(l)=n(2)=m, the function /x(1)-x(2)/” 
is an AP-weight of product type if and only if -m < (I < m(p - 1). 
Remark 1.2. If w  is an AP-weight of product type, there exists a positive 
number E such that w  is an Aq-weight of product type for every 
q E ]p - E, cc [. This follows from the well-known property of AP-weights. It 
is also well known that, if N= 1, the function w  is an AP-weight if and only 
if every Calderon-Zygmund operator is bounded on Lp(w). For these 
properties, see Journt [9], for example. 
We introduce another notion in order to state our main results. 
DEFINITION. A family of R+-valued functions {o,(s,; ti), . . . . 
WN(S, 3 **., s,; f,, ---, t,)} is called a multiple modulus of .growth and 
continuity if it satisfies the following four conditions. 
(1) Each oj(s,, . . . . sj; t,, . . . . cl) is defined on IRY, and the value is 
invariant under the permutations of the pairs (sk, tk). 
(2) For every 1 ,<j< N, the function wj(sI, . . . . sj; t,, . . . . fj) is 
monotone-increasing and concave with respect to ti. 
(3) For every 1 <j < N, the function wj(sl, . . . . sj; t, , . . . . tj) is slowly 
varying with respect to si. 
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Here a function f(t) from [w + into itself is said to be slowly varying if 
there exists a constant C such that the inequality f(s) < Cf(t) holds 
provided t/2 < s < 2t. 
(4) For every j, k satisfying 16 j < k < N, we have 
Wk(Sl ) . . . ) S] ) . . . ) s,; t,, . ..) tj, . ..) fk) 
<2k-jWj(SI, . ..) sj; t,, . ..) tj). (1.1) 
Remark 1.3. This notion is introduced in [28, II] as a generalization of 
the multiple modulus of continuity used in [28, I; 291. Also, in the case 
N= 1, this notion generalizes the modulus of growth and continuity used 
in Bourdaud [Z] (w(s, t)=Q(s) G(t)) and the one used in Nagase [20] 
(o(s, t) = co(&), where 6 < 1). 
Further, we introduce a notation. For a double symbol P(x, 5, y) on R”, 
j= 1, . . . . N and z, q E [w”(j), we put 
A?)% 5, Y) = PM1 1, . . . . x(j) + z, . . . . x(N), 5, Y) - W, t, Y), 
d(*J)P(x, 5, y) = P(x, t( l), . . . . 5(j) + rl, . . . . W), Y) - fYx, 5, Y), 11 
and 
dc3,j)P(x, t, j) = P(x, 5, y(l), . . . . y(j) + z, . . . . Y(N)) - Ox, L y). z 
For a simple symbol P(x, l), we define d;‘JP(x, <) and dpj)P(x, 5) in the 
same way. 
Now we consider simple symbols. Let (o,(s,; tl), . . . . w,,,(sl, . . . . s,; 
t 1, ***, t,)} be a multiple modulus of growth and continuity, and let pO be a 
number satisfying 1 c pO < 2. Then, for every j = 1, . . . . N, define m(j) E N 
and 0 < r(j) < 1 so that the equality n( j)/p, = m(j) + r(j) should hold, and 
consider the following condition (*N, p,,) on simple symbols P(x, 5): 
(*N,p,) For every subset {v(l) ,..., V(K)} c {l,..., N}, x’(v(1)) E 
(Wfw)) 3 **a, x’(v(K)) E Iw”“‘“)), and a = (a(l), . . . . a(N)) E N” satisfying Ia( 6 
m(j) for every j, we have 
Jd;?;:;:,‘,’ . . . Ajr!;:{;],‘a;P(x, 5)1 
~c%((t(“(l))>, ...Y <t(V(K))); IX’(V(l))l, . ..> IX’(V(K))I) 
x fi (t(j))-lM)l (1.2) 
j=l 
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and we also have 
I+.$). . . I7 d(2J+%l~~yY~;~,‘~~~ A~?~;[~~,‘ao;P(x, <)I i(m)) 
~C%((S(V(1))), ..*3 <5(v(x))); Ix’(v(l))l, ..., IX’(V(~))I) 
x fj (15(a(h))ll(~(a(h))))““‘h”x i W))-‘aci” (1.3) 
h=l /=I 
for every subset (r~( l), . . . . g(p)} c (1, . . . . N} and every c(o(h)) E Wa(‘)) 
th = 1, . . . . PL) satisfying li(O))l d (tX4h)))P. 
Remark 1.4. If K = 0, then the formula (1.2) is replaced by la;P(x, 01 < 
C ny= i (t(j))-laci)l. The formula (1.3) and the formulas (1.5) and (1.6) in 
the following are modified in the same way. 
Then our main result for simple symbols is the following. 
THEOREM A. The following three conditions for multiple moduli of 
growth and continuity {ol(sl; tI), . . . . o,,,(sl, . . . . s,; t,, . . . . t,)} are equivalent. 
(1) For every j= 1, 2, . . . . N we have 
1 5 s 1 . . . wj(t,‘, . . . . tJr’; tl, . . . . tj)2 tl’ .‘. tJT1dtl .‘.dtj< 00. (1.4) 0 o 
(2) If a symbol P(x, 5) satisfies the condition (*N, po) for some p. < 2, 
the associated pseudodtfferential operator P(X, D) defined by the formula 
P(X, D) u(x) = f exp(ix . r) P(x, 0 t?(t) dt is bounded on L2( 1). 
(3) Assume that 1 <p. < 2 and that the symbol P(x, 5) satisfies the 
condition (*N, po). Then, for every p E ]p,, 00 [ and every AP’Po-weight w(x) 
of product type, the associated operator P(X, D) is bounded on Lp(w). 
Remark 1.5. In the case where wj depends only on t,, . . . . tj for every 
j = 1, . . . . N, it was announced in [28, I] and proved in [29] that, under 
assumption (1.4), the symbol P(x, 0 satisfying (1.2) and (1.3) for every tl 
with Ial <n + 1 defines an LP(l)-bounded operator. This result was 
generalized in [28, II] for general {w,, . . . . wN}. In these papers we con- 
sidered the case where parabolic measure functions are given in each ll@j). 
It is easily seen that, even in the case w  E 1, Theorem A improves the above 
results, since the differentiability condition with respect to < is relaxed. 
Journe [lo] also proved that the symbols satisfying estimates similar to 
the ones above define Lp( 1 )-bounded operators by showing that they are 
Calderon-Zygmund operators on product domains. However, precise 
smoothness conditions for the boundedness are not given in [lo]. As we 
shall see in the next section, our theorem is valid for operators which are 
not Calderon-Zygmund operators. 
We turn to the consideration of double symbols. Let Q(t) be an R +-valued 
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slowly varying function defined on R + satisfying jk Q(t) t-* dt < co, and 
consider the following condition (**N, 0) on double symbols P(x, 5, y): 
(**N,Q) For every subset (v(l) ,..., V(K)> and {p(l) ,..., p(A)) of 
(1, . . . . N}, x’(v( 1)) E F@“(l)), . ..) X’(V(K)) E IR”“‘““, y’(p( 1)) E W+(l)), . ..) 
y’(p(A)) E R”(p(A)), and t( = (a(l), . . . . x(N)) E N” satisfying Icl(j)l <n(j) - 1 
for every j, we have 
Id (l.v(l)). . . x'fv(l I f  ~".'("H~(34J('l T'(V(Kl) Y'Ml)) I.. Ll~~gjqa;P(x, (, y)l 
6 c%t(stvtl))h *..v (5tVtK))); x'(v(l))l, ..., IX'(V(K))I) 
x~;(<t(P(l))), . ..1 (Ml))); lY’(P(l))l, ..., IV’(P(~))I) 
x fi (t(j))-b(j)1 (1.5) 
j=l 
and we also have 
h=l J=l 
for every subset {IT(~), . . . . a(p)} c (1, . . . . N} and every ((o(h)) E Rn(o(h)) 
th = 4 . . . . cl) satisfying lU4hI)l Q <t(@)))P. 
Then our main theorem for double symbols is the following. 
THEOREM B. The following three conditions for multiple mod& of 
growth and continuity {ol(sl; tl), . . . . o,&sl, . . . . s,; tl, . . . . t,)} are equivalent. 
(1) The inequality (1.4) holds for every j = 1,2, . . . . N. 
(2) rf a symbol P(x, 5, y) satisfies the condition (**N, ~2) with some 
Q(t), the associated pseudodifferential operator P(X, D, xl) defined by the 
formula 
P(X, D, X’) 4.x) = jj exp(ix + < - iv. 0 W, 4;, Y) 4~) dy & 
is bounded on L*( 1). 
(3) Suppose that 1 c p < CO and that w(x) is an AP-weight of product 
type. I f  a symbol P(x, 5, y) satisfies the condition (**N, Q) for some Q(t), 
the associated operator P(X, D, X’) is bounded on Lp(w). 
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2. COMPARISON WITH KNOWN RESULTS AND 
SOME COUNTEREXAMPLES IN THE CASE N= 1 
In this section we compare our results in the case N= 1 and known 
sufficient conditions for the unweighted and weighted LP-boundedness of 
pseudodifferential operators, and examine the sharpness of our conditions 
by exhibiting some symbols which define unbounded operators. 
First we consider simple symbols. Roughly speaking, condition (*l, pO) 
means that P(x, .) belongs to the C “‘po-class, and the growth and the 
regularity of the derivatives $P( ., 0 is dominated by the function 
01((t);.). 
The sufficiency of condition (1) in Theorem A for the unweighted 
LP-boundedness is shown by Coifman and Meyer [S, Chap. 21 in the case 
o,(s; t) = o(t), where considerable regularity of the symbol with respect to 
r is assumed. Then Muramatu and Nagase [17] relaxed the differen- 
tiability conditions with respect to c; namely, they proved the sufficiency of 
the estimates (1.2) and (1.3) for [cl1 <n + 1. Bourdaud [2] generalized the 
result of [S] for oi(s, t)=Q(s) w(t). On the other hand, Nagase [20] 
showed that (*l, pO) for some p0 < 2 is sufficient for the LP-boundedness 
for every PE [2, m[ if w,(s; t) = o(?t), 6 ~0, and if w(t) satisfies 
Jo(t) t-’ dt < co. Recently, Miyachi and Yabuta [14] proved the suf- 
ficiency of (*l, pO) fore some p. < min {p, p/(p - 1)) and w  ,(s; t) satisfying 
I 
1 w,(t-‘; t*)’ t-’ dt < 00 for some 6 < 1. (2.1) 
0 
This condition is general, but it does not contain the result of Bourdaud 
[2], and the condition p. cp/(p- 1) is more restrictive than the 
corresponding one in Nagase [20] in the case p > 2. Observe that our 
theorem generalizes these results, and that we can replace 6 in (2.1) by 1. 
For the weighted case, Yabuta [27] showed the sufficiency of (al, po) for 
the LP(w)-boundedness under the assumption that w  is an AP’Pa-weight and 
that o,(s; t) satisfies (2.1) and J:‘f w,(s; t) s-’ ds< C< 00, which is 
equivalent to JA oi(t-‘; t) t-r dt < co in case w,(s; t) E o(s). 
Next we shall list some examples which imply the sharpness of our 
conditions. 
The optimality of the exponent 2 in (1.4) is verified in Coifman and 
Meyer [S, Chap. 21 by the example 
P(x, 5) = f uj exp( -i2’x) 4(2-‘5) 
j= 1 
on [w’, 
where CT= I LZ~ = cc and 4(t) E C?(W) satisfies supp 4 E 13, $[. 
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The necessity of p. < 2, in the case w  = 1 and 2 < p < co, can be seen by 
the example 
where c, EE(O, 1) and d(t) is a function in C;(R”) such that d(r)- 1 on 
some neighborhood of the origin. Then P(x, 5) satisfies (*l, 2n/(n - 4.5)) 
with w,(s; t) = t”. On the other hand, it was verified in Miyachi [13] 
that the associated operator P(X, D) is not bounded on Lp( 1) if 
n( 1 - c)( l/2 - l/p) < E, which is the case if we take c sufficiently close to 1. 
The necessity of p. d p, in the case w  = 1 and 1 <p 6 2, is verified in 
Yabuta [26]. The counterexample given there is the symbol P(x, 5) = 
exp( - 1x1*- ix.t)(t)-“‘p. This satisfies (*l, np/(n -p6)) with w,(s; t) = t’, 
but the associated operator P(X, D) is not bounded on LP( 1). 
The necessity for w  to be an A’-weight for every r >p/po is also verified 
in [26]. Here we show a counterexample which is essentially the same as 
the one given there. Let y be any number greater than p/pa, and fix 
x,~R”\{0}. Then we takeaE]n/p,,ny/p[, and put b=n-up+pn/po<n, 
w(x) = IxI”(y- 1) Ix-x01 -b, and P(x, 5) = exp(ix, . t)( 5) -“lpo. Then P(x, r) 
satisfies (*l, po), and w  is an P-weight for every q>y. Now put u(x) = 
1x1 -aX{J:,X,<r&4~ where p > 0 is sufficiently small. Then U(X) E L”(w), 
while P(X, D) U(X) N Ix - xoln’pO-a and hence P(X, D) U(X) $ Lp(w). 
In view of Chanillo and Torchinsky [4, Theorem 1.33, it is impossible to 
construct counterexamples of this type for the critical case. In fact, the 
above theorem for the critical case does not follow from Theorem A. 
We turn to the consideration of double symbols. Roughly speaking, 
condition (**I, Q) means that P(x, ., y) belongs to the Besov space B”,,, , 
and the growth and the regularity of the derivatives L3;P( ., 5, .) can be 
dominated by the function ol( (t ); . ). 
Miyachi and Yabuta [14] obtained the LJ’-boundedness of the 
pseudodifferential operators P(X, D, xl) associated with symbols P(x, 5, y) 
satisfying jf3;P(x, 5, r)l < C([)+l, 
I~!$“~;% 4, Y)l GCq((<); 1x11)(5>-‘“‘, 
for ICI < (5)/2 and lcll <n, and similar estimates for dl,!~‘)d~*@;P and 
d~~*‘)d~*‘U”;P, where o1 and o2 satisfy the conditions 
s 1 I 1 q(t-‘; ta)* t-’ dt < co, O*(t-‘; t’)t-‘dt<co (2.2) 0 0 
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or vice versa with 6 < 1. Conditions of this type were first introduced by 
Muramatu and Nagase [ 171, and its necessity was confirmed in [ 143 by 
the example P(x, 5, y) = Cy= I a, exp( - i2j(x - y)) 4(2-j<), where aj 3 0, 
I,?=, aj= co, and 4~ Cr(lK!) satisfies supp 4 c I$, $[. But this condition 
is asymmetric, and we can get rid of it by assuming estimates of 
dl;!)d$)P(x, 5, y) and A,. A (l) ~‘2A(3)P(x, r, y). Moreover, we can replace 6 in 
(2.2) by 1 as in the case of simile symbols. 
The other improvement is that the C”+’ -regularity with respect to l can 
be replaced by the B”,,,- regularity. This cannot be replaced by the 
C”-regularity, as we can see by the example P(x, 5, y) = exp( - [xl*- 
jy)2+i(x-y).<)(5)p” given in [14]. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION BY THE LITTLEWOO~PALEY DECOMPOSITION AND 
A VECTOR-VALUED MAXIMAL INEQUALITY 
In this section we establish some propositions needed in Section 5. First 
we introduce some functions used in the following. We fix a smooth 
function x(t) defined on IR + such that O<x(t)< 1, x(t)= 1 if t< 1 and 
x(t) = 0 if t 2 2. Then, for every j= 1,2, . . . . N and k E N, we define a 
function lujj)(t) E C~(lI@j)) by the formula Y’p)(t) = x(2-j ItI ), and we 
put Y’l;“(<) = 0 for every negative integer k. Next, for every j = 1, . . . . N and 
kE12, we put @j$(<)= Y~)(~)-Y~!1(5). Now for M=l , . . . . N and 
K= (k(l), . . . . k(M)) E Z”, we define the function ‘Q,(e) E Cm(rW”) by the 
formula aK(<) = nj”= 1 @j&(<(j)). Then the family { OK(r)}KE ZM is a 
partition of unity on [w”. Finally, if N = 1, we abbreviate @(,Jt) = @j(t) 
to @k(5)- 
In this section, except for Proposition 3.5, we assume that w(x) is an 
AP-weight of product type. We start with the following 
LEMMA 3.1. If N = 1, the mapping T defined by the formula T(u)(x) = 
(F”I-‘C@ji(t) ‘(t)l(x)}jsN is bounded from LJ’(w) to Lp( w; 12( N )). 
Proof: In view of Remark 1.2, it suffices to show that T is a Calderon- 
Zygmund operator from C to 1 ‘(N). The unweighted L*-boundedness of 
this operator follows immediately from the conditions on supp Qj and 
the Parseval equality. On the other hand, the kernel of this mapping is 
{ytllICjl(X-Y)}j~N. Hence, in view of the identification Y(@, 1*(N)) N 
l’(N), it suffices to show 
and 
suP IYI” ll{s~‘C@j](Y)},~~ I z2(N)ll G c 
YEW 
sup (yl”+’ II{ay,F-‘C@~l(Y)}j~N I z2(N)ll G c 
VEW” 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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for each 1. We shall show (3.2) only, since (3.1) can be verified in the same 
way. 
Put 4,(r) = ~,,~-lC@J(~). Th en, since the relation a,,9-‘[Qi](y) = 
2(i-‘)(“+1)#,(2J-‘y) holds for j>, 1 
(l+ IYI 2ncZ) hj,(y)I < C holds with some 
112 
IYI n+l f l~,,~-‘C@jlbN2 
j=l > 
and since ‘the inequality 
constant C, it follows that 
--I ‘I2 
6 f (12’-‘yln+‘q5,(2’-~y))2 
i j=l 1 
<C 2 min{12j-lyl*(“+l), 12i-lyl-*(~+l) 
i 
i} l’* < C’C. 
j=l 
By estimating 9 - ’ [ @,J separately, we obtain (3.2). 
Next we show a general version of the Littlewood-Paley decomposition 
theorem of partial product type. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A4 be an integer satisfying 1 < M < N, and let u(x) 
be a function in L!‘(w). For KE NM, put u,Jx) = 9”1-‘[@&<) c(<)](x). Then 
we have the estimate 
II bk(XL NM I LP(w ~*w”))ll G c IW) I L”(w)ll. 
In the proof of this proposition we make use of the Rademacher 
functions. For MEN, K=(k(l) ,..., ~(M))EN~, and t=(tl ,..., t,,,,)E 
co, ll”, we put r,,,(t) = rk(lj(tl) . ..rkcMj(tM). where rk(t) = 2[2kt] - 
2[2kt - l/2] - 1. Then we have the following lemma, which is proved in the 
Appendix of Stein [23]. 
LEMMA 3.3. For every ME N and 1 <p < CO, there exists a constant C 
such that 
C-’ 1 b 
II 
KrM,K(t) I Lp(COy II”, 1) 
KE NM il 
d xb II KrM,K(t) I L*(CO, II”, 1) KE NM I/ 
=(,LM l~,12)1’2d~(IX~I~~~~.X(I~l~p~C~.~1~~~~~/ 
holds for every family of complex numbers { bK} KE NM. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. For every L = 0, 1, . . . . M and t = (t,, . . . . tL) E 
[O, 1 I’, we put uL(t, x) = C KeNL rL,K(t) UK(x) and 6L(t, t)=F[v,(t, ‘)1(t). 
Then Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.1 yield 
5)1(1),‘)*1 w(x) dx(L+‘) 
< c s (u,(t, x)1” w(x) dxfL+‘). 
Integrating with respect to t and x(j) (j # L + l), we obtain 
Il~L,,~~,~,~~I~“~C~,~1”“~~“,~~~~ll 
G c Ilu,(t, x) I LP(CO, 11” x Iw”, 1 x w)ll. 
Using this estimate repeatedly, we obtain 
lludt, x) I LP(CO, VX R”, 1 x w)ll <c Ilu(x) 1 L”(w)ll. 
Now the conclusion follows from this formula and Lemma 3.3. 
Next we show a kind of converse of Proposition 3.2. Fix a positive num- 
ber A greater than 1 and an integer A4 such that 1 d A4 < N. Then we put 
ZK=(l’J~lZj,k(j))~R”(M+l)~ se. xWcN) for every KEN”‘, where Zj,,k= 
(5~ [w”(j); 2kA-1 < 151 <2kA} for k> 1 and Zj,O= {<E R*(j); 151 <A}. Then 
we have the following 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that {uK}KENM is a sequence of functions in 
Lp(w) satisfying suppti,cZ,andB= II{u~(x)}~~~,w 1 Lp(w, 12)11 < 00. Then 
the limit u(x) =CKENM uK(x) exists in Lp(w), and the estimate 
/[u(x) I L”(w)11 < CB holds with a constant C independent of {UK(x)}. 
Proof: We employ the duality argument. First we put f(l) = 
c KE hlM tiK(r), where the summation is locally finite and hence well-defined 
in 9’(UY). Then we consider the functional Z(u) = s f(r) i?(t) Jg defined on 
the Fourier image of 9(Rn). Then, making use of the support condition on 
z?,(c) and applying the Plancherel theorem, we see that there exists a 
positive integer L such that the equality 
z(U) = K;,l 5 s-‘[~K(r)~-CV](r)](X)‘UK+K’(X)dX 
holds, where 
II = {K’ = (k’( 1 ), . ..) k’(M)) E Z”; lk’(j)l < L holds for every j}. 
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Now put p’=p/(p- 1) and w’(x)= w(x)-“(~-‘), and apply Holder’s 
inequality and Proposition 3.2 to the above equality. Then we obtain the 
estimate [Z(v)1 < CB Ilu(x) I Lp’(w’)ll, where C is independent of u(x). Since 
(Lp’(w’))’ = Lp(w), there exists a function U(X) ELM such that Z(v) = 
l U(X) v(x) dx, and we have 11~ I Lp(w)ll 6 CB. 
At the end of this section we give a modification of the vector-valued 
version of weighted maximal inequality of Andersen and John [l]. First 
we recall the definition of the strong maximal function. For a positive 
number p and a measurable function U(X) on R”, we define the strong 
maximal function M,(U) by the formula 
/4W' I b4x+~)lpd~ 
VP 
3 
K 
where the supremum is taken for all K which can be written as the direct 
product of the cubes in R”(j) centered at the origin with edges parallel to 
the coordinate axes. Then we have the following 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a countable set, and let p, q be positive 
numbers satisfying q < min(p, 2). Zf w(x) is an APIg-weight of product type, 
there exists a constant C such that 
ll#fq(~o)(~%,~ I L’(w; ~2(4)11 G C ll~~,W~,~,z, I L’(w; ~‘(A))II 
holds for every set of measurable functions { u,(x)},~ A. 
Proof Suppose N= 1 first. Then, replacing u,(x) and p by [u,(x)14 and 
p/q, respectively, we see that this coincides with Andersen and John [l, 
Theorem 3.11. Now the proposition can be proved by induction on ZV, 
since the strong maximal function is dominated by the iteration of maximal 
functions on each UW! 
4. ESTIMATES OF THE KERNELS 
In this section we obtain several estimates of kernels associated to 
pseudodifferential operators. 
First we introduce some notations. For every KE iWN and every subset 
A c (1, .,., N), put 
tiK,A(X)’ fl ~-lcq;,-*lw)) , 
.idA 
x n (6(x(j))-~--‘C~YMI,~*l(X(j))X 
jeA 
where 6 denotes the delta function supported at the origin. 
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Now, for a simple symbol P(x, t), KE NN and A c { 1, . . . . N}, we put 
p&, 0 = %&7 WY 5) and 
P,,,b, 5) = 1 h&7 PAX -x’, <) dx’. 
For a double symbol P(x, 5, y), KE NN and A, B c { 1, . . . . N), we put 
P&, 5, Y) = @d5) Pb, t, Y) and 
P K,A,&, 5, Y) = j- ~~K,A(x’) ICIK,B(Y’) PAX -x’, t, Y -Y’) dx’ 4’. 
For a multiple modulus of growth and continuity (CO,, . . . . ON}, K E NN and 
A = {v(l), . . . . V(K)> c { 1, . . . . N}, we put 
0 A,K= W,(p+w), ...) p(K)); 2-W)), . ..) 2-wYw))~ 
(If A = 0, we put o~,~= 1.) 
Then we have the following theorem for double symbols. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a family of functions {F,(z)},,, IBIN, which is 
bounded in L’( 1) and determined by the function Q(t) such that the following 
holds. The inequality FK(z’) < FK(z) holds for z, z’ E IF’ satisfying lz’(j)l < 
lz(j)l for every j= 1, . . . . N, and if a double symbol P(x, 5, y) satisfies the 
condition (**N, Sz), then the estimate 
(F-‘[P K,A,B(X~ *9 Y)l(ZN G C.w,,K.WB,K.FK(Z) 
holds for every K E R4 N and every A, B c ( 1, . . . . N}. 
ProoJ: First we put FK(z) = ny=, F&,(z(j)), where 
&y)(z) = 
2k4j) (z E R”(j), 121 < n7c21-k), 
2kn”(i) (z(‘-“(i)SZ(n~(2kz)-‘)(zE[W”‘j’, Izj >nn2’-k). 
Then, since 
f  c2k(ANA(nn21 - W))n(A + cnW) 
s 
2k(%2(nn(2k(j)r)-1) dr 
“&I -U/J 
s 
cc <C+C Q(r-‘) dr < co, 
2 
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we have 
s 1cK(z) dz< co, (4.1) 
where the constant C, is determined by Q(t) and independent of KE NY 
Next, for ZE R” and KE NN, we put f = (a(l), . . . . (T(P)} = {j= 1, . . . . N, 
lz(j)l > n7c2l -k(j) }, and define c1( j) and c(j) as follows. If j$ r, put 
a(j) = 0. If jE r, then choose I E A(j) such that Iz,I > JzI’I holds for every 
I’ E A(j), and put or(j) = (n(j) - 1) e, and c(j) = (n/2 lz,l) e,. Now put 
a = (a( 1 ), . ..) u(N)). Then, since Q(t) is monotone-increasing and since 
n lzIl > lz(j)l holds for every jEr, we have 
and 
Ia( j)l < n(j) - 1 holds for every j= 1, . . . . N (4.2) 
i(dh)) .z(@)) = 742 holds for every h = 1, . . . . p (4.3) 
lZal -1 fi q21-4-dh)) I[(~(~))I) i 2WiWdi)- Ia(i <F~(~). (4.4) 
h=l j= 1 
On the other hand, since SW”,,, F-‘[Yv)](x(j))dx(j)= Yp)(O)= 1 holds 
for every k E N, we have 
s R”(/) 
u(x(j)-x’(j))(d(x’(j))-F--‘[Yyll)](x’(j)))dx’(j) 
= 
s ~“I11 (u(x(j))-u(x(j)-x’(j)))F-l[@jj)](x’(j))dx’(j). 
Now, for every subsets A = {v(l), . . . . v(rc)> and B= {p(l), . . . . p(A)} of 
{ 1, . . . . N}, it follows from the above equality and the fact (4.3) that 
(-iz)“F-‘[P K,A,B(X> *9 Y)l(Z) 
= SSJ’ exp(iz5). a;P& - x’, 5, Y -Y’) II/K,AW) tiK,Ay’) dx’ dy’ ati 
= m exp(iz5) 
x (A(‘.‘(‘)). , 
I’(el )I 
~(l,V(K))~(347(1)). . . 
X’(Y(K)) Y’(P(l)) q$;,,,,qp& - x’, (3 Y  -Y’)) 
x $K,&‘) II/f&Y’) dx’ dY’ a 
x A$?$#,, . . . ~(l,‘(“H~O.P(l)) 
X’(Y(K)) Y’Ml)) . . . Ay(pP[;],‘a; P,(x - x’, 5, y - y’)) 
x $K.&O $K,ra(y’) dx’ dy’ Jt. (4.5) 
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This equality, together with the fact (4.2) and the condition (**N, Sz), 
yields the estimate 
XWA((5(P(1)))9 ***9 (m(n))>; lY’b(l))l, ...9 Iv’(p(J,))l) 
x ir SZ(li(o(h))ll(5(o(h))))x ii (w)-‘aci)’ 
h=l j=l 
x I$o.&‘)I . W,wh’)l dx’ 4’ & 
where Jjj)= (t~[W”(j); l{l ~$1, .Zp)= {gift”; 2k-1<(51<2k+2/3} for 
k 2 1 and .Z, = .Z#\, x . . . x J&. 
In view of the slow-variance, the monotonicity, and the concavity of o, 
and wA, we obtain 
/z”F - l [P K,A,&> *3 Y)l@)l 
<co A,KWB,K fi w-k(o(h)) Ii( 1 
h=l 
xii (2 N WNn(j) - Ia(i ,ii@ 
(1 + Zk”’ lx’(j)l)( 1 + 2!+) lJJ’(j)l) 
j=l j=l 
x I~~,&‘)I . WmzAr’)l dx’ &‘. (4.6) 
On the other hand, for every KE iW N, the function ll/K+,,o(x) satisfies the 
equality 
1(/ K+,,o(x) = 2k(l)n(l). . .2 k(N)n(N)lj,,QI(2k(1)X( l), . ..) 2k’N’X(N)). 
Here Z denotes the vector (1, . . . . 1). 
From this fact and similar ones for K with 0 as some of the entries, 
together with the fact $K,QI(~)~9’(Rn), it follows that the integral in the 
right-hand side of (4.6) can be dominated by a constant C independent of 
A, B, and K. Now the conclusion follows from this fact and the inequality 
(4.4). 
Next, let pi be any number satisfying p0 < p, < 2, and put q = p,/(pl - 1). 
Then we have the following theorem for simple symbols. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a family of functions (GK(z)} KE MN, bounded 
in Lpi(l), such that the following holds. The inequality GK(z’) < GK(z) holds 
for z; Z’E 53” satisfying Iz’(j)l > lz(j)( for euery j= 1, . . . . N, and if a simple 
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symbol P(x, 5) satisfies the condition (*N, pO), then there exists a family of 
functions (H&x, z) > ,ENNstich that (H,(x, .)}KENN,,,R” is bounded in Lq(l) 
and that the estimate 
Is-‘CP,&, ~)l(z)l d Co,.&,(z) ff,(x, 2) 
holds for every KE fV N and for every A c ( 1, . . . . N}. 
Proof For simplicity of notations, we only consider the case N = 2. The 
case N B 3 can be treated in the same way. 
First we put GK(z) = Gj$l)(z(l)) G&(z(2)) for K= (k(l), k(2)) E BJ2, 
where 
Gi{;,,(z(j)) = 2k(i’n(i”p’ (lz(j)l < nn2l -@j’), 
,,n(iQk(An(i)(U~l~ ~/PO) lz(j)l -nWpo (lz(j)l > nn2l -k(“). 
Then, in the same way as we have shown the estimate (4.1) in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1, we can show JIGK(z) I Lpl( 1)11 Q C,, where C,, is indepen- 
dent of KE N2. 
Next, choose functions q”‘(q) E CF( [w”(j)) for j = 1, 2 satisfying 
0 < (p”‘(v) < 1 supp cp (r]) c {v] E W(j); lq( <a}, and jRnr,, q(j)(q) dq = 1. 
Now, for s > t;[O l] E put 3 9 
P&(x, 5) = [ P,,,.i(x, 5(l) -d(l), t(2) - W)) (I’%) (P’~‘(W)) 4. 
Then, for every TV, j? E BJi” and every A = (v( 1 ), . . . . V(K) ) c ( I,2 >, we have 
( -iz)b+B F:-l[P>;,(x, .)1(z) 
x @$;,‘,, . . . d’$““” 
x (V(K)) 
(8: PK)(x -x’, 5(l) -4(l), ((2) - ti(2)) 4 dx’ d5 
in the same way as in the proof of the formula (4.5). 
Now, from the conditions on q(j) and the fact jRmc,, ai,cp(j’(Qj)) d[(j) = 0 
for ZE A(j), it follows that 
(-iz)” (9-‘[P&(x, -)1(z) - F-‘[P”iQx, .)1(z) 
-9--‘[P;,‘,(x, .)](z)+T-‘[P~,;(x, .)1(z)) 
dj:i:,‘dI:if,‘(a~P~)(~-~‘, 5(1)-d(l), t(2)- W))) 4 dx’& 
(4.7) 
M)7/74/1-4 
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(-iz)” (4Z,(,))(s- cfy,Jx, *)I@) - 9 -l cpg% .)1(z)) 
=S -I IS I ev(W . Jt,,,,~(YIU 1) . (P’~‘KW) h&O 
x (@i;4;{/. . . d(!.‘(“))d(Z,‘)d(2.2’ 
x (V(K)) SC(l) C(2) 
(J&)(x-x’, 5(1)-d(l), t(2)- K(2))) 4’dx’& 
(-iz)” (-iz1(2))(~--Icp~~A(x, m)-~-Vg&, .)1(z)) 
(4.8) 
=I-’ 
ff s exp(ib) . cp”‘(i(l)) J,,,,,cp”‘(W))~ $K,&‘) 
x (Lllf$,‘,’ . . . ~(‘.‘~“f)~~2,1)~(2.2) 
X’(eK)) 4(l) Xl21 
(J&)(x-x’, 5(1)-.$(l), W)-W))) dldx’&, (4.9) 
and 
(-iz)” (-iz,(,,)(-iz,(,,) s-‘[P&(x, .)1(z) 
=.Y -it-’ 5 s  exp(%z) fi J~,,,,cp”‘(iU)) ( j= 1 ) 
x Ic’K,,(x’)(&~;~;,‘, . . . d~?i:,‘,“,‘,‘dI~i:,‘d1~~,21 
(a~PK)(x-x',5(1)-si(l),r(2)-tr(2))) 4 dx'dt 14.10) 
for every l(l)~/i(l), 1(2)~/1(2), and aEN” satisfying la(j)l<m(j) for 
j= 1,2. 
Applying the Hausdorff-Young inequality to (4.10), estimating in the 
same manner as (4.6) in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and observing the 
condition (*N, pO), we conclude 
llzaz ,(1,z&2,9-‘vg4(x, .)1(z) I Lqw:> 1)ll 
x (J;Mx-x’, 5(1)-d(l), W)-W)))dldx’ I JWQ 1) II 
< Cs-‘tr’w, K jcl (2W)(n(i)/m - ldj)l)) . (2-Ml)s)7(l) (2-W2$)7(2). 
NOW, summing up the above formula with respect to all la(l)1 < 
m(l), [a(2)l<m(2), z(l)~A(l), and 1(2)~11(2), and putting R= 
2(k(l)n(l)+k(2)n(2))(1/Pl - l/PO), we conclude 
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II IZ(l)lm(l)+l lz(2)I”(2)+1 W[P;f,(x, .)1(z) I LqR;, l)]] 
< ~~~tl)-l~r~Z)-J~ R 
\ A.K * (4.11) 
In the same way we have 
II 141)l”” Iz(2)1”‘2)(8-1[P%tA(X, .)1(z) -s-‘[Pg,(x, .)1(z) 
-~-‘c~~,:,~x-,-~l~~~+~-‘cP~,~~x, .)1(z)) I LqR,“, 1)/l 
< CS~‘v%oA,KR (4.12) 
from (4.7), 
11 Iz(l)Jm(l)+’ jz(2)\“‘2’ 
x wwy&, ~)l(d-~-‘C~s;-pa(x, .)1(z)) I Lyq, I)11 
< Csr(l)- ‘pW,,,R \ (4.13) 
from (4.8), and 
x(~-‘[P~~A(X,‘)](~)----[~~~~(x,-)](~)) 1 L’(R;, 1)/l 
< CS71(lltQ2)- lo 
\ A.K 
jrj (4.14) 
from (4.9). 
It follows from (4.11) and (4.13) that 
x (9-‘[p”&k ‘)](-+--‘[P;(&, ‘)1(z)) 1 L’(R;, I)(/ 
< csr(‘)- ‘0 . R A..4 . 
On the other hand, S-‘[P$;,](x, .) converges to S-‘[P>~A](~, .) with 
respect to the topology of Y’(W) as t tends to 0. It follows from this fact 
and the above estimate that 
11 lz(l)l”“‘+’ 12(2)1”‘2)+t(2)~--I[~~~A](X, z) ( Lq(R:, 1)/l 
< Cs’(l)- ‘w . R A,K . (4.15) 
In the same way we obtain 
11 Iz( l)p) p(2)/“‘*)+T(Z) 
X(~-‘~p~~~~(~,~)-~--‘[p~p,](x,z)) 1 L”(R;, l)((fCs’%,,,R 
(4.16) 
from (4.12) and (4.14). 
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Now, since P~,:(x, 5) = P&X, 5) an d since m(j) + t(j) = n(j)/pO holds 
for j= 1,2, we conclude 
II 141 )I m(l)+r(l) 1z(2)lmc2,+r(2) 
X~-‘&,A](~J) 1 L’(R:, 1111 <C.o,,,.R (4.17) 
by arguing in the same way once again. 
In the same way (with fewer calculations than above), we obtain 
and 
II 141 )I m(l)+r(l)~-‘[pK.A](x, z) ) Lq(R;, 1)ll 
6C.o,,,.2 k(l)n(l)(l/pl~l/po)+k(2)n(2)lpl 
II I@)1 m(2)+r(2)~-1[pK,A](X, z) 1 L”(W, ;),I 
<c.w,,,.2 k(l)n(l)lpl+k(2)n(Z)(llpl~ I/PO) 3 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
IIF--[cP,,,,](x, z) ) Lq(R;, 1)ll ~C.O,,,.~(~(‘)~(‘)+~(~)~(~))‘~~. (4.20) 
Now it is easy to see that the function 
HK(x, z) = IF-‘C&,,lk z)l/~,,&&) 
satisfies the required conditions. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
First we shall show Theorem A. The implication (3) + (2) is trivial, and 
the implication (2) + (1) follows from the fact that the symbol constructed 
in the same way as in [29, Sect. 41 defines an operator unbounded on 
L2(1). 
Hence it suffices to show the implication (1) + (3). First we put 
II = {K’ = (k’( 1 ), . ..) k’(N))e NN; lk’(j)( i 1 for every j} 
and uK(x) = CKrEII F-1[@K+K(5) c(t)](x). Then, since we have CKENN 
DK(5) = 1, CKrEII @K+Kc(O = 1 on SUPP QK(5) and 
c A c {I. . . ..N} tiK..dX) = 6(xh we can forma11y wde 
cc D)u(x)= 1 PKW, D)u(x)= c c PK,A(K D) UK(X). 
KE NN Ac(l,...,N) KsNN 
(5.1) 
So it s&ices to show 
II {PK,A(~, D) u~(x)>K, NN I L’(w; 12(N”))ll <C Ilub) I L”(w)11 (5.2) 
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for every A c { 1, . . . . N}. In the sequel we write M= N- #A and 
K=(K(l),K(2)), where K(l)= (k(j)}jCA and K(2)= {k(j)}jcA. Then, in 
.view of the fact that 
suPP ~;CPK,A(X D) uK(.)l(t) 
c { 5 E KY; There exists q E supp Qi, such that 5 - q E supp $,.,} 
= {5;2 ‘(j)- l/3 < It(j)I < 2k(j)+1 for every j$ A}, (5.3) 
Proposition 3.4 yields 
II 
1 PK,A(X D) UK(X) I LP(w) 
KE NN II 
6 
II-i 
c p w(1LK(2h4(~~ D) ~(K(l),K(2))(X) 
I 
I LP(w; Z2(N”)) . 
K(2)E W-M K(l)EW II 
(5.4) 
Next, in view of Remark 1.2, we see that there exists a constant pi < 2 
such that p. < p1 -C p and that w(x) is an A P’P1-weight of product type. Then 
we fix such p1 and put q = p1 /(pl - 1). Then, in view ,of Theorem 4.2 and 
Hiilder’s inequality, we have 
IP (K(l,.K(Z)),A(K D) %(I).K(Z))(X)I 
= 
~-1c~(~(~).~~2,)..~~~ .)1(Y) ~%c(l),K(2))(x-Y) 4 
<CO,, ’ s ff(1~(1),~(2))(4 Y)%~,),,~,))(Y) I~,Kcw~~))(x-Y)~ & 
(i ) 
llq 
< co,,, H(K(I),K(Z))k Y)” 4 
(s( 
PI 
) ) 
UPI 
X 
hw,K(2))(YV) . qK(l),K(2))b- Y)l 4 
GCW,, 
4 1 s GW(I),K(2))(Y)P’ h(l), .__, h(N)Eiz HNl), . ..1 h(N)) 
) 
IlPl 
. I%a1),K(2))(X - Y)lP’ dY 
wl.K( 
h(l), . ..Lz 2- 
(n(l)h(l)+ “’ +n(N)h(N)) 
> 
liPI 
X sup G(K(l),K(2))(Y)P’ . (Mp,(u(,(1),K(2)))(x))p’ 
YE E(h(l), . . . . h(N)) 
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where 
Jw( 11, a.., WV) 
= {yEIf%“; 2-h”‘< Iv(j)1 <2’-*“‘foreveryj= 1, . . . . N}. 
Substituting this estimate into (5.4) and making use of Schwarz’s 
inequality and Proposition 3.5, we obtain 
II 
1 PK*A(X D) UK(X) I LP(w) 
KEN" II 
<c c WA,K'"p,(U~K(I),K(2)))(X) 1 LJyw; P(fP)) 
K(~)E@-~ K(I)EW II 
Applying Proposition 3.2 to the right-hand side, we obtain (5.2). Now the 
proof of Theorem A is complete. 
We turn to the proof of Theorem B. The implication (3) + (2) is trivial. 
First we prove the implication (2) + (1) by contradiction; given a mul- 
tiple modulus of growth and continuity (ol, . . . . wN) which does not satisfy 
condition (1) of Theorem B, we shall construct a symbol P(x, <, y) satisfy- 
ing the condition (**N, 52) such that the associated operator P(X, D, X') is 
not bounded on L2( 1). 
Let v be the least integer such that w, does not satisfy (1.4). For 
K= (k(l), . . . . ~(v))E NV we put 
OK= W"(2y . ..) 2k'"'; 2-k"', . ..) 2-y. 
Next, fix a function i(t) E C:(R) satisfying 0 6 i(t) < 1, x(t) E 1 on [f 31 
and supp f(t) c 13, :[, and define @)(q)E Cr(R”(j’) by the formula 
qqq) = X(2-k Irjl). 
NOW put 1(j) = n( 1) + . . . + n(j) for j = 1, . . . . v, and put 
w, 5, Y) = c o2,exp i i 2@“( -X/(j) + Y/(j)) fi @$,(5(j)). 
KEN" j=l > j=l 
Then, for every [E E-Y, there exist a neighborhood U of [ in KY and at 
most one K E N’ such that 
P(X, t, y) = w$exp 
( 
i i zk"'( -X,(j) +Yl(j)) fi 6i$j(5(i)) 
j=l > j=l 
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holds for every < E U. Hence, observing condition ( 1. 1 ), we can easily verify 
by direct calculation that the symbol P(x, 5, y) satisfies condition (**N, Q). 
It suffices to show that the operator P(X, D, X’) is not bounded on 
L2( 1). Let U(X) be a function in Y such that Qr # supp C(t) c { <; ItI <a}. 
Then, in view of the support condition, we can formally write 
P(X, D, X’) u(x) = C . co’, exp - i i 2-k(jJ~,,j, + ix. l 
KE NY 1 ( j=l ) 
x fi @&(<(j)) .ti 5 - i 
( 
2-k(j)e,(j, 
1 
d< 
j=l j=l 
= 1 0$4(x). 
KEN” 
However, it follows from the choice of v that xKe NV CD’, = co. Hence the 
operator P(X, D, X’) is not bounded on L2( 1). This completes the proof of 
the implication (2) + (1). 
It remains only to show the implication (1) + (3). First, observe that we 
have the inequality 
P(X, D, X’) u(x) = c 1 PK,A,B(X~ Do xl) u(x) 
A.Bc{l,...,N} KeNN 
in the same way as we have obtained the former half of (5.1). Hence it 
suffices to show the estimate 
II {P K,A,B(X,D~XI) ‘tX)}K& I LP(w; ~‘(~“))I1 G c Ilu(x) I L”(w)11 (5.3) 
for every A, B c {I, . . . . N}. In the sequel we write A4 = N- #A, 
L=N- #B,andK=(K(l),K(2),K(3),K(4)), whereK(l)={k(j)}j+A,., 
K(2)= {‘(j)}jeB\A, K(3)= {k(j)}jsA\B, and K(4)= {k(j)}j..nB. Then 
we obtain 
supp F[P K,A,A~(~~ D, x’) d’)](t) 
c (5; 2%) - 1 /3~15”‘ld2k”‘+‘foreveryjBA} 
in the same way as (5.3), and we also have 
P K,A,B(X~ D, x’) U(X) = pK,,,,(~, D, xl) &K(l),K(&), 
where 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
ii(K(1),K(3))(x)=~-1 n [ 
iQB 
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In view of (5.6) and (5.7), Proposition 3.4 yields 
Ii 
c PK,A,B (K D, X’) 4x1 I L’(w) 
KENT II 
< c PK,A,B(X~ D, -?? c(K(,),K(3,,(x) . 
W3hW4) 
(5.8) 
Now, in view of Theorem 4.1, we have 
IP K,A,BtX, D, x') fi(K(l,,K(3,,(x)i 
= 
js 
T'[P K,A.BIX, '9 y)l(?c -y) $K(I,,K(3),(d dyi 
<Co A,KWB,K FK(x - Y) iii(K(1),K(3))(d + 
<CO A,KOB.K' h(,) ,,, h(N)) FK(y) . 'a(K(1),K(3))(X-yy)' dJ I , 
<co A,KWB,K' (n(l)h(l)+ I.. +n(N)h(N)) 
X sup FK(Y) e"l(ii(K(1),~(3)) lb) 
YE E(h(l). ..-, h(N)) 
<cw A,KOB,K ' Ml@(K(1),K(3)))(X), 
where 
m( 11, . . . . WV) 
= (ye tR”;2-h(j)< Iy(j)l <21ph(j) for everyj= 1, . . . . N). 
Substituting this estimate into (5.8), we obtain 
1 PK,A,B(X~ Dv xl) u(x) 1 L'(w) 
KE NN 1 
<.c c OA.KWB.K '"1(c(K(I),K(3)))(X) P(w; P(W)) . 
Kt3LW4) !  
Since zK(3), K(4) Off, K < 00 and CK(2),K(4) d,K < 00, Proposition 3.5 yields 
!I 
c PK, A,B(~Y D, r) U(X) 1 L'(W) 
KE ~~ II 
G cii {",(ii(K(1),K(3)))(X)}K(1),K(3) 1 Lp(w~ 12(N"))ii 
d Cll fii(~(1),~(3))(X))~(1),~(3) I Lqw;l*(N'))l\. 
Applying Proposition 3.2 to the right-hand side, we obtain (5.5). Now the 
proof of Theorem B is complete. 
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